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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network operations team is deploying Access Control Lists
(ACLs) across your Internet gateways. They wish to place an ACL
inbound on the Internet gateway interface facing the core
network (the "trusted" interface). Which one of these addresses
would the ACL need for traffic sourced from the inside
interface, to match the source address of the traffic?
A. outside local
B. outside global
C. inside global
D. inside local
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is NOT a step within the risk management
procedure?
A. Propose
B. Assess
C. Communicate
D. Plan
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given:

Assume the file on path does not exist. What is the result?
A. The compilation fails.
B. Exception
C. /u01/work/filestore.txt is not deleted.
D. /u01/work/filestore.txt is deleted.
Answer: A
Explanation:
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